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Geographic Balance 

Over many Regional Solicitation cycles, TAB and its technical committees have struggled with 
the concept of geographic (or regional) balance (i.e., how funding and projects are spread 
across the region). Geographic balance has been a secondary lens used by TAB when 
selecting a funding scenario. In the 2020 funding cycle, overprogramming funds were used to 
meet geographic balance objectives by funding at least one project within each county. 

“Geographic balance” has never been defined and seems to mean different things to different 
participants. Some of the key questions to consider are discussed below. 

1. What is the Geographic Goal? 
This essentially asks whether simply rating applications on regionally based criteria and 
measures is sub-optimal in that it does not necessarily geographically balance (however that 
may be defined) the location of projects and federal funding. From a technical standpoint, 
feedback may be based on the best approach for improving transportation cohesively across 
the region. 

2. Geography 
Traditionally, balance has been explored county-by-county (Figures 1A-C and 5A). This 
provides a general look across the region, though does not distinguish, for example, 
Minneapolis versus northwestern Hennepin County. Other potential geographies include: 

• Council districts (Figures 2A-B and 5B) – 16 Smaller areas nearly equal in population.  
• Regional quadrant (Figures 3A-B and 5C) – Four large areas, as opposed to seven. The 

concentration near the “four corners” (i.e., center point) and edges (the two downtowns) 
could call into the question the optimality of this map. 

• Land Use (Figures 4A-B and 5D) – This is the only view that doesn’t focus on directional 
geography, but more on city, suburb, and rural project spread. 

From a technical standpoint, is any of the above geographies (or some other geography) 
preferable to the others? 

3. StreetLight Analysis 
Project location within one of these geographies does not fully describe its spread of benefits. 
StreetLight Insight analysis of the locations of 2020 awarded roadway projects show these 
roadways currently serve both local and regional trips. 



  

Results of this analysis are visualized in attached Figures 6-22 and provided in alternate format 
in Table 1. Minnesota House of Representatives districts were used as origins and destinations 
in this analysis, striking a balance between spatial resolution, population proportionality, and 
processing time. The largest shares of trips start in a project’s district or near districts. For most 
projects, small shares of trips start throughout the region. Some projects see benefits in more 
focused areas. 

This analysis covers peak morning (6am-10am) weekday trips to provide insight on trip 
direction. Trip starts are not always home locations; they are where a trip started, like a home, 
office, childcare center, or a variety of places. The analysis covers all funded roadway projects 
in 2020 except the Traffic Management Technologies category. 

4. What does “Geographic Balance” Mean? 
Traditionally, discussions of geographic balance have focused on comparing the total federal 
funding for projects to county population. This was mostly a function of simplicity and the 
committees have never had a discussion on whether this is the best way to measure balance. 
Some options for how to determine balance include: 

• Distribution (numerator): Federal funding? Number of Projects? Something else? 
• Appropriate balance (denominator): Population? Jobs? Population + Jobs? Something 

else, perhaps related to existing travel patterns? 

For example, this issue is currently framed as federal funding / population by county. But it could 
also be number of projects / jobs by land use. Any technical rationale that members have to 
consider an updated approach can be considered by TAB as it determines how to address 
geographic balance. 

The above-mentioned figures show geographic distribution of projects and funds by each 
geography over the past four Regional Solicitation cycles. 

• Figures 1A-B show that federal funds over the last four cycles (2014-2020) are similar to 
regional distribution of population and jobs. Figure 1C shows roadway project funding is 
allocated in a similar proportion to VMT. 

• Figures 2A-B show that central Council districts receive high funding versus population, 
though that evens out when compared to jobs.1 

• Figures 3A-B show distribution by four quadrants. The Northeast quadrant shows 
proportionately less funding than population. However, note that many projects are 
located near the midpoint of all four quadrants. 

• Figures 4A-B show that funding and jobs are roughly the same proportion. 

5. What, if Anything, is Needed in Advance of Application? 
Technical committee members are closer to the application process than TAB members. 
Therefore, TAB may value technical input on whether any geographic balance methods or rules 
(see part 5 below) could impact how potential applicants approach the number or type of 
applications they will submit. 

6. Future Questions 
At this point, the objective is to find a common understanding of what geographic balance 
means. However, over the next one-to-two meeting cycles practical application of geographic 
balance may be considered. Some of these questions may include: 

 
1 The presented council district analysis is limited by spatial resolution of project data; accuracy of funding 
information by council district will improve through an ongoing project to improve historical project data. 



  

• Should geographic balance be assessed over time or cycle-by-cycle? In either case, 
how would this be implemented? 

• Should geographic balance be codified in the application, or should it continue to be 
addressed as projects are selected (which has been the practice to this point)? 

• Will the Highway Safety Improvement Program (HSIP) solicitation be considered? 
Traditionally HSIP has not been considered, but the question of whether to consider it 
has never been raised. 

Funding & Programming Committee Comments 
• The geographic spread over the past four Regional Solicitation cycles has been 

balanced and balance should be examined over several Regional Solicitation cycles, as 
opposed to within each cycle.  

• Explore using Streetlight data or other information to determine who is benefiting from 
various projects (as is addressed in 3, above). 

Technical Advisory Committee Comments 
• Agreed that geographic balance should be evaluated over time rather than a single 

solicitation. 
• Regional balance should be looked at more broadly than simply making sure each 

county is awarded a project every cycle. 
  



  

Federal Minimum and Maximum Awards 

The below table shows the funding categories and federal maximum and minimum award 
amounts used for the 2020 Regional Solicitation. There is a connection between the size of the 
federal awards and opportunities for geographic balance. In general, lower federal awards 
provide more opportunities to select projects throughout the region. 

Table 1: Application Federal Maximum and Minimum Awards 

Modal Application Categories 
Minimum 
Federal Award 

Maximum 
Federal Award 

Roadways Including Multimodal Elements   
• Traffic Management Technologies (Roadway 

System Management) $250,000 $3,500,000 

• Spot Mobility and Safety $1,000,000 $3,500,000 
• Strategic Capacity (Roadway Expansion) $1,000,000 $10,000,000 
• Roadway Reconstruction/ Modernization  $1,000,000 $7,000,000 
• Bridge Rehabilitation/Replacement $1,000,000 $7,000,000 

Transit and TDM Projects   
• Arterial Bus Rapid Transit Project N/A $25,000,000 
• Transit Expansion $500,000 $7,000,000 
• Transit Modernization $500,000 $7,000,000 
• Travel Demand Management (TDM) $100,000 $500,000 

Bicycle and Pedestrian Facilities   

• Multiuse Trails and Bicycle Facilities $250,000 $5,500,000 
• Pedestrian Facilities  $250,000 $1,000,000 
• Safe Routes to School (Infrastructure Projects) $250,000 $1,000,000 

The maximum federal funding amounts exist primarily to enable the spread of funds to a larger 
number of projects. The minimum federal amounts exist primarily to prevent the inefficient use 
of federal funding as small projects can be overburdened by federal requirements and the extra 
costs associated therein. The setting of maximum and minimum awards can also impact the 
number and geographic spread of funded projects. Increased maximum and minimum awards 
could reduce the number of funded projects. 

Maximum Federal Awards 
Following 2018, two maximum awards were changed: Traffic Management Technologies from 
$7M to $3.5M and Strategic Capacity from $7M to $10M. The rationale for the latter is that 
project costs are increasing. It can be difficult to generate local funds, along with several other 
competitive sources, needed for the match in order to deliver these regional projects (mostly 
new interchanges). With project costs exceeding $30M for a new interchange, the increase to 
$10M was intended to pay for about one-third of the total project cost. Of the 17 applications 
submitted in the Strategic Capacity category in 2020, 11 were for amounts higher than the 



  

previous $7M maximum, including seven at the full $10M. All seven funded projects requested2 
more than that, including six at the full $10M. 

Funding & Programming Committee Comments 
At its April 22, 2021, meeting, members provided the following comments: 

• There is viability in increasing the minimum federal funding amount for Traffic 
Management Technologies from $250,000 to $1 million, particularly given that 
applications tend to be at least $1 million.  

• There is support for raising the minimum for the Multiuse Trails and Bicycle Facilities 
category to $500,000 even though one project from the category was funded for lower 
than that in 2020, though TAC members expressed more concern with the impact on 
smaller communities. 

• Members did not favor increasing the minimum award for Safe Routes to School since 
these tend to be smaller projects and a way to include cities in the funding process as 
applicants. 

Technical Advisory Committee Comments 
At its May 5, 2021 meeting, members provided the following comments: 

• Low-cost projects are inefficient due to federal requirements, which could be mitigated 
by increased use of removing federal funds from projects. 

• The $10 million maximum for Strategic Capacity shifted the funding balance in roadways 
to strategic capacity. The preferred solution was to increase the maximum in Roadway 
Reconstruction/ Modernization to $10 million as opposed to bringing the Strategic 
Capacity maximum back to $7 million. 

• The $1 million federal maximum award for the Pedestrian category is low, given the 
impacts these projects can have on catch-basins and storm sewers. 

TAB Comments 
At its June 16, 2021, meeting, TAB did not discuss specifics of the minimum and maximum 
amounts but expressed interest in having more opportunity to consider options. 

At its July 21, 2021, meeting, TAB members provided the following comments: 
• The increase of the maximum funding award to Strategic Capacity provided extra 

funding to one category (the category that may be the most detrimental to climate 
change). 

• The $10M maximum has only been around for one cycle, so TAB should see how it 
plays out this next cycle before making a change. Most of the projects are interchanges, 
which alleviate congestion and improve safety, as opposed to lane expansion projects. 

• Interchanges tend to be around $30M-$35M, which warrants an increased amount for 
the Strategic Capacity category. 

• Met Council-established housing density goals lead to transportation infrastructure 
needs that need to be met too as a result of the increased people and trips. 

 
2 Two projects were awarded $7M; partial funding to enable additional geographic balance. 
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